Building a wealth of expertise
Training
Critical to the success of any prepayment project is the transfer of skills
and knowledge. To this end, Conlog is the only prepayment company in the
world to offer a dedicated training centre, specialising in providing accredited
training courses in all aspects of prepayment.

Key benefits
> Accredited training facility
> Customisable training prospectus
> Training on all aspects of prepayment
> Mix of practical and lecture

We see a world where we
can all achieve more while
using less

We help utilities maximise
their service delivery

Our products, solutions
and services are simple,
efficient and innovative

Helping you
each step of the way

Conlog’s training courses consist of a number of
modules and utilise Outcomes Based Education and
Training, so that delegates are able to proceed at their
own pace. The training also comprises both lecture and
practical aspects, to ensure complete understanding of
the topics.
A key benefit of our training is that we have defined
several job functions within prepaid electricity, which
would be performed by the utility’s personnel. This
enables you to select the most appropriate course
based on the job function, level and experience.
Our training courses range from training directors,
accountants and auditors, to meter installers,
management system operators and vending unit
operators.
At the end of all training an assessment and/or
examination is taken, to ensure competency and
certification.
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All training is offered on site at your premises, or at
Conlog’s fully equipped training centre in Durban,
South Africa.

Summary of training offered
The following provides a very brief summary of some
Conlog training courses. Should customers have
specific topics, or areas of training required, Conlog
can develop specialised courses to meet these needs.
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Management system administrators
Management system operators
Vending unit operator
Meter installers and inspectors
Prepayment system support
Workshop technicians
Introduction to prepaid revenue management

